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Although already protected within the design, some sites may wish to add external 

protection to each DOU output (The output to which the control cable is connected), to 

comply with local regulations or because they are in a high surge risk area. 

Typically, DIN rail-mounted modules are used that are placed in a separate enclosure 

close to the DOU and rated as per the table below. 

 

Item Range 

Voltage rating 70VAC or 100VDC 

Nominal current rating 4A 

Nominal minimum discharge current 
(8/20μs) 

25kA 

 

In case of the Trident system, most installers limit the surge protection to only include 
the red and black wire (Respectively the 30VAC and 0V lines).  

 

The cables between the DOU. and the CSG surge protection enclosure 
should be kept as short as possible and use the cable glands supplied with 
the DOU. 

All DOUs in the system must be permanently connected to a good quality 
earth for safety reasons and for good surge protection. Use at least 2.5mm2 
stranded wire, or preferably 12mm sleeved braiding, to a grounded copper 
earth spike. The spike must be located less than 5m away from the DOU as 
per the diagram below. The resistance to earth should be less than 10 Ohm. 

 
 



 

Uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS) 

In areas where other electrical items have sustained damage in the past (Or where future 

surge damage may be likely to occur), such as pump controls and telephone systems, it 

can be advantageous to protect the mains side of the DOU and computer too. 

The DOU requires a UPS with a sinusoidal output. A Gemini or Trident DOU with 4 CSGs is 

rated at 400VA (100VA/CSG). 

Bailoy can supply the following UPS equipment: 

Total DOUs Bailoy part number 

1 GTI-UPS-750-230V 

2 Call for price 

3 Call for price 
 

 

Further Reading: 
Directive GTI-TSD-036 

 


